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		Do you need an introductory book on data and databases? If the book is by Joe Celko, the answer is yes. Data and Databases: Concepts in Practice is the first introduction to relational database technology written especially for practicing IT professionals. If you work mostly outside the database world, this book will ground you in the concepts and overall framework you must master if your data-intensive projects are to be successful. If you're already an experienced database programmer, administrator, analyst, or user, it will let you take a step back from your work and examine the founding principles on which you rely every day-helping you to work smarter, faster, and problem-free.

		 

	
		Whatever your field or level of expertise, Data and Databases offers you the depth and breadth of vision for which Celko is famous. No one knows the topic as well as he, and no one conveys this knowledge as clearly, as effectively-or as engagingly. Filled with absorbing war stories and no-holds-barred commentary, this is a book you'll pick up again and again, both for the information it holds and for the distinctive style that marks it as genuine Celko.

		

		* Supports its extensive conceptual information with example code and other practical illustrations.

		* Explains fundamental issues such as the nature of data and data modeling, and moves to more specific technical questions such as scales, measurements, and encoding.

		* Offers fresh, engaging approaches to basic and not-so-basic issues of database programming, including data entities, relationships and values, data structures, set operations, numeric data, character string data, logical data and operations, and missing data among others.

		* Covers the conceptual foundations of modern RDBMS technology, making it an ideal choice for students.
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MOS 2013 Study Guide for Microsoft Outlook (MOS Study Guide)Microsoft Press, 2013

	Demonstrate your expertise with Microsoft Office! Designed to help you practice and prepare for the 2013 Outlook Microsoft Office Specialist (MOS) exam, this all-in-one study guide features:


	 

	
		Full, objective-by-objective exam coverage
	
		Easy-to-follow...
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PHP Hacks : Tips & Tools For Creating Dynamic WebsitesO'Reilly, 2005
Programmers love its flexibility and speed; designers love its accessibility and convenience.  When it comes to creating web sites, the PHP scripting language is truly a red-hot property.  In fact, PHP is currently used on more than 19 million web sites, surpassing Microsoft's ASP .NET technology in popularity.  Not surprisingly,...
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FileMaker Web Publishing: A Complete Guide to Using the API for PHPWordware Publishing, 2007
FileMaker Web Publishing offers an unparalleled development strategy for database managers, web designers, and programmers who are interested in getting the most out of FileMaker databases on the web. As the book covers both introductory web publishing and advanced database programming on the web, it is ideal for all skill levels.     

...
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Software Reflected: The Socially Responsible Programming of Our ComputersElsevier Limited, 1982
In 2480 B.C. a development occurred which was to have a tremendous impact on Mocsian society. A small group of civil engineerine teachers at the most advanced institution worked out a new techniLlue for designing a building. Key elements of this technique were several new structural geometries and the application of a newly developed mathematical...
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Splunk Operational Intelligence CookbookPackt Publishing, 2014

	Over 70 practical recipes to gain operational data intelligence with Splunk Enterprise


	About This Book

	
		Learn how to use Splunk to effectively gather, analyze, and report on the operational data across your environment
	
		Expedite your operational intelligence reporting, be empowered to...
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Home Recording for BeginnersCourse Technology PTR, 2009
This book guides beginners step-by-step, through the fundamentals of home recording, using the computer as the recording medium. The emphasis is on practical instruction, delivered over the course of 30 lessons in easy-to-understand language and logical sequence and with real examples for the reader to try out. Essential technical knowledge and...
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